
Грамматическая контрольная работа 11 класс 

Task 1. Fill in the blanks with thegiven words. There is one EXTRA word.  

   

   addiction     exploitation    wrap    compatible     virus  

  

1. Anti-globalists insist that when big money is involved, corporations become nonaccountable and 

it’s very difficult to find them for the ______________ of immigrants.  

2. Yes, I’m buying this vase. Could you ________ it, please?  

3. I wanted to install this computer game, but it’s not ________ with my computer software.  

4. A __________ is a program that can enter the computer and damage or eliminate the information 

there.  

  

Task 2. Match the words with their definitions.  

 1) camp  a) the main city of a state or country  

2) city  c) a small village or colony, usually historical  

3) megapolis  d) a place where tents or buildings are erected usually for temporary 

living   

4) settlement  e) an inhabited place usually larger or more important than a town  

5) capital  f) a very large, heavily populated city or urban complex  

  

 Task 3. Form the right part of speech.  

  

1. The __________ got an international prize.                                                     INVENT  2. A huge amount 

of forests _________ every year. It may lead to the              APPEAR extinction of many species.  

3. You are never too old to go to college and gain some __________.                 QUALIFY  

4. The hospital has the best medical ___________ and fast ambulances.                     EQUIP  

5. Lying to your dad like that was really _________.                                DISHONESTY  

6. If you make a good_________ at the interview, you will get the job.           IMPRESS  

  

Task 4. Choose the correct MODAL VERB for each sentence below.  

 

 Ted's flight from Amsterdam took more than 11 hours.   

He CAN/ HAD BETTER/ MUST be exhausted after such a long flight.  

1. The book is optional. My professor said we could read it if we needed extra credit. But we DON’T 

HAVE TO/ CANNOT/ MUSTN’T read it if we don't want to.  

2. You COULDN’T/ WON’T BE ABLE TO/ CAN’T do the job if you didn't speak Japanese fluently.  

3. You SHOULDN’T/ CAN’T/ DON’T HAVE TO worry so much. It doesn't do you any good. Either you 

get the job, or you don't.  

4. Jenny's engagement ring is enormous! It MUST HAVE COST/ MUST BE COSTING/ MUST COST  a 

fortune.  

  



Task 5. Put the verbs into correct form in either ACTIVE or PASSIVE voice.   

  

Life story  

He was born in a little town in a family that could hardly (1) _____ (CALL) a sporty one. The parents 

and four kids (2) __________ (LIVE) in a tiny flat and that was probably one of the reasons that (3) 

__________   (MAKE) Yuri choose his hobby.  

While most of his classmates were watching TV, practicing music or making model aircraft, the kid 

(4) _____________  (KICK) a ball in the yard whatever the weather.  

Once a professional coach, who (5) __________ (ARRIVE) at the town for a qualifying round, 

spotted him when he (6) __________ (PLAY) in an amateur football game. He found the boy 

promising and Yuri (7) __________ (INVITE) to join a junior club in Moscow. In fact, he was a bit too 

old for professional sport, and not many people believed that he (8) ____________ (GAIN) any 

profound success. But he did. In several years Yuri (9) ___________ (BECOME) one of the most 

popular professional footballers. “I (10) _________ (NEVER/SEE) a person so dedicated to football,” 

says one of his fans, and the others definitely share the opinion.  

 


